Abstract. A Galois correspondence for finitely generated field extensions k/h is presented in the case characteristic h = p ^ 0. A field extension k/h is Galois if it is modular and h is separably algebraically closed in k. Galois groups are the direct limit of groups of higher derivations having rank a power of p. Galois groups are characterized in terms of abelian iterative generating sets in a manner which reflects the similarity between the finite rank and infinite rank theories of Heerema and Deveney [9] and gives rise to a theory which encompasses both. Certain intermediate field theorems obtained by Deveney in the finite rank case are extended to the general theory.
I. Introduction. In this paper we bring together two higher derivation Galois theories for fields of characteristic p ¥= 0 [9] . A higher derivation d of rank « (0 < « < oo) on a field k is a set (4|0 < / < « + 1} of additive maps on k which satisfy the Leibniz rule dj(ab) = '2{di(a)dj_i(b)\i = 0, . . . ,j) and d0 is the identity map. An element a in k is a d constant if d¡(a) = 0 for i > 0. The set of all rank n higher derivations on A: is a group with respect to the composition d ° e = / where fj = Z{dieJ_i\i = 0,...,j}.
Let k he finitely generated over the subfield k0. Hca(k/kxj) and H"(k/k0) are respectively the group of infinite rank and the group of rank « higher derivations on K with constant field containing k0. The field of constants of H°°(k/k0) is the unique minimal intermediate field h such that k/h is separable and « is algebraically closed in k, that is, such that k/h is regular. We refer to « as the regular coclosure of k0 in k. The field of constants of H"(k/k0) is the modular coclosure of k0(kpM) in k where p1"1 is the least power of p larger than n. k/h is modular if kp" and « are linearly disjoint over « n kp" for all n > 0. This definition is due to Sweedler [13] .
In the theories cited previously [9] the authors, following Gerstenhaber and Zaromp [6] , characterize H°°(k/k0) and H"(k/k0) in terms of abelian sets of generators, the characterizations being similar modulo technicalities. In this paper we, in effect, combine the prior groups by using a direct limit H(k/k0) of the groups Hp\k/k0), n > 0. Only higher derivations having rank a power of p are used in order to simplify the details. The resulting Galois correspondence is given in Theorem 5.1. See Gerstenhaber [5, pp. 11, 12] for an application of essentially the same direct limit to deformation theory of rings.
The field of constants « of H(k/k0) is the constant field of the set of all higher derivations d on k, of arbitrary rank, such that k0 is in the constant field of d. h is the unique minimal intermediate field over which k is modular and which is separably algebraically closed in k. Thus « is the separable algebraic closure in k of the modular coclosure t of k0 in k. Heerema and Tucker [10, Theorem 6] have shown that if h = Un(hp~" n k) then k = h<S>hr (that is, h and r are linearly disjoint over « and k = hr) where h/h is finite, purely inseparable, modular and /•/« is regular. Tucker [14] and Deveney and Mordeson [3] [12] for definition and basic properties of reliable extensions.
They also show that, as measured by transcendency degree over k0, h (and hence «, s, and f) can lie anywhere between k0 and k. Of the fields in the prior lattice only r is not uniquely determined by k and A:0.
The last section (VI) is concerned with the extension to the present setting of two theorems on intermediate fields due to Deveney [1, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2]. These results are contained in Theorems 6.3 and 6.6.
II. Structure of Galois subfields. Throughout this paper k will be a field of characteristic p ¥= 0. Sweedler [13, Theorem 1] has shown that k is modular over the constant field « of a set of higher derivations and it is well known that h is separably algebraically closed in k [9, p. 265] . If k/h is finitely generated the converse is also true.
Proposition.
If k/h is finitely generated the following are equivalent. (i) « is the constant field of a set of higher derivations on k.
(ii) k is modular over h and « is separably algebraically closed in k.
The fact that (ii) implies (i) remains to be shown. By the theorem of Heerema and Tucker [10, Theorem 6] if k/h is modular and separably algebraically closed then k = h ®hr where h/h is finite, purely inseparable, modular and r/h is finitely generated regular. The field « is the constant field of a set C of higher derivations on « [ Henceforth, all field extensions are assumed to be finitely generated. Subfields satisfying the condition of Proposition 2.1 will be called Galois subfields.
As in the theory of Gerstenhaber and Zaromp [6] and of Heerema and Deveney [9] Galois groups will be characterized in terms of abelian generating sets. For this purpose the following theorems on the structure of Galois extensions are needed. Conversely, if k/h is modular and t < « are integers then by transitivity of the linear disjoint property [11, p. 162, Lemma] and the fact that kp' and « are linearly disjoint over kp' n « we conclude from the following diagram that kp and h(kp") are linearly disjoint over kp' n h(kp"). It follows that A; is a modular extension of h(kp").
hn kp' -h.
A set (x" . . . , x") G k will be called a tensor basis for k/h if k = h(kp')(xj) <8> • • • <%)h(kp')(x") for all t > 1, tensor product being over h(kp'). Note that if k/h is purely inseparable with finite exponent, a tensor basis for k/h is a subbasis for k/h and conversely [15, p. 435] . As before let h be the algebraic closure of « in k.
2.3. Theorem. If « is separably algebraically closed in k then h is a Galois subfield if and only if k/h has a tensor basis. The tensor bases of k/h are the sets S U T where S is a tensor basis (subbasis) for h/h and T is a separating transcendency basis for k/h. It remains to prove that every tensor basis has the prior form. Let A" be a tensor basis. Since h(kp)(X) = k, X contains a p-basis T for k/h and since k/h is separable J is a separating transendency basis and hence a tensor basis for k/h. Let r be the separable algebraic closure of h(T) in k. Then, as before, k = r ®h h.
Lemma. If x is in X -
T then x is purely inseparable algebraic over « and x has the same degree over h as over r.
Proof. For m large kp" = (hym(rym c r and hence r = h(rpm)(T) G h(kpm)(T)
G r. Thus for m large h(kpn)(T) = r. Since A" is a tensor basis x in X -T has the same degree over h(kpm) as over h(kp")(T). So for m large, x has the same degree over h(kpm) as over h(kpm+') for all i. It follows that the coefficients of the minimal polynomial of x over h(kpm) are in h(kpm ') for all / and hence are in D, h(kp" ') = « [9, Theorem 7.2] . Clearly x is purely inseparable over « so the lemma is proved.
It remains to prove that 5 = X -T is a tensor basis for h over «. Since A" is a tensor basis and for m large, h(kpm)(T) = r, we have J dp,(xp') = (d^x))"' for all i and t > 0.
U(x') = 0 ifpjy. (2.5) III. The group H(k/k0). Our objective is to construct a group which is, in effect, generated by {Hp\k/k0)}n>0 and H°°(k/k0). This is done by the direct limit construction using the maps vmn: Hp\k/k0)^ Hpm(k/k0) where m > n and »Jd) = /; Jf,~* = 4 for 1 < i '< p", and fj = 0 for 1 < j < pm and y} p"-n.
The following facts are easily verified.
2. vmn is injective.
3. t¡ t> = t>,". (iii) 77ie constant field of the p"th section of d is h(kp" ) for some n > 0.
Proof. If d has rank r andp" < r < p"+1 then k = h(x) and x has degreep""1"1 over « [15, p. Let A be a finite set of normal (dx ¥= 0) one dimensional higher derivations and let A, = {d\d is in A and rank d < p' or d is thep'th section of/in /!}. We note that A is abelian, iterative, or independent if and only if At is respectively, abelian, iterative or independent for all / > 0. The following is essentially a restatement of Theorem 6.3 of [9, p. 27] in a form which has no restrictions on the ranks of the elements of A.
4.2. Theorem. Let A be a finite set of one dimensional higher derivations on k. The following are equivalent.
(i) A is an abelian independent set of iterative higher derivations.
(ii) A, has a dual basis A* for all t > 0. Two observations are called for. The higher derivations in A, will in general have different ranks in contrast to the set F of the referenced theorem, however the proof of the original theorems does not require the equal rank condition. Since dx ¥= 0 for each d in A the quantityp(t/(,)) of the original theorem isp'i+ '.
We call a finite set of higher derivations satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4.2 a standard set of generators.
The following is concerned with the relationship between dual bases and tensor bases. The next example illustrates the fact that a tensor basis A is a dual basis A * for all / and a suitable standard set of generators A. Let X = S u T be a tensor basis for k over a Galois subfield «. Let S = {xx, . . . , xn) and assume x, to have degree p'i + 1 over « for / = 1, . . . , «. All elements of T = {xn + 1, . . . , xm) are transcendental over «. As in the discussion following the proof of Theorem 2.3 let P = B u S \J The a p-basis for k. We construct A = {dw, . . ., d(m)) as follows.
(i) </(,) is infinite for i > « and rank t/(,) = p'1 for / < «.
(ii) djU)(x) = 0 fory > 0, 1 < i < m and x G B.
(iii) df{Xj) = B,j for 1 < i,j < m.
(iv) 4\xj) = 0 for t > 1 and 1 < i,j < m.
By (2.5) c^(0(xf''*') = 0, for /' < «, since y < pj. It follows that A acts trivially on a p-basis B u 5" for «. Then the field of constants of A contains «, and «, the constant field of A, contains h(kp + ). It follows that X = A * for all t.
Proposition.
The constant field of A, is h(kp'*') and the constant field of A is h.
Proof. For future reference we note that the following argument uses the fact that A* is a tensor basis. It does not require that A* = A * for all / and m. Let A, = {f(X), . . . ,fim)). Noting that for i < « rank/(,) = p'1 where s¡ is the minimum of /, and t and that rank/(,) = p' otherwise, the result will follow from Theorem 4.2 by a degree argument once it is shown that x, has degree ps, + x over k(hp'* ) for /' < « and has degree p'+x otherwise. To that end let r be the separable algebraic closure in k of h(xn+x, . . . , xm). Then as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 k = r ®h h. Also by Theorem 2.3, (x" . . . , xn) is a tensor basis for «/«. Since « = h(xj) ®h • • • ®h h(xn) x¡ has degreep1' over h(h~y' for / < «. Since h(k"') G r®h h(h"'), x, also has degree ps' over h(kp). The case / > « is immediate.
Since « = D, h(kp+') [9, Theorem 7.2] the first clause of Proposition 4.3 leads to the conclusion that the constant field of A is «.
Henceforth A will always designate a standard generating set. We will show that generally, for a given A, there will not be a tensor basis X such that X = A* for all t. Let A = {d(X\ . . . , d(m)) with rank d{i) = p* for i < « and rank dw = oo for i > n. Also, /4F = {dw, . . ., din)) and A, -{¿(n + 1), . . . , d*"")}. 
5). Since &/«' is regular and «'/« is algebraic it follows that h' = h. This proves (i) and (ii).
To verify (iii) it is only necessary to show that B = {dxm\b, . . . , d\n,\k) is an independent set of derivations. If A\* = {x,, . . . , xm) then by a familiar result the set {x"+u ■ • ■, xm) being dual to the set of derivations constant on « isp-independent over h. By (ii) and the fact that k/h is separable it follows that {x" + 1, . . . , xm) is a p-basis for k/h. Since d\'\xj) = 0 for 1 < / < « and « <j < m it is clear that a linear dependence among dxX)\b, . . . , d["^\r also holds if dxx\r is replaced by d\'x for all i. Thus B is independent. By Theorem 4.2 a p-basis for «/« has \AF\ elements.
Corollary.
Let h be the constant field of a standard set of generators A. For all t > 0, h(kp ) is the constant field of Ar A dual basis A* is a p-basis for k/h.
Proof. For / > max{i,, . . . , tn)(AF\j)t = (AF\j) and so by Theorem 4.2 any (AF\jj)* is a tensor basis for «/«. Thus a dual basis A* = (x,, . . . , xm) can be chosen so that {x,, . . . , x"} is a tensor basis for «/«. Necessarily {xn+1, . . . , xm) is a p-basis for k/h, A* is a tensor basis for k/h and the first claim of the corollary follows from the proof of Proposition 4.3. Since h, in (ii) of Theorem 4.2 is h(kp + ) it follows that any A* is a p-basis for k/h. Let 9" be the collection of all tensor bases of k/h and for a given A with constant field « let sí)t be the set of all A*. Proof. We observed that for / large A* can be chosen to be a tensor basis. Since ú¡), C tys for s < t it follows that <$>, n 9" j= 0 for all t. If A = A, then k/h is regular and for all t, A* is a separating transcendency basis for k/h and hence a tensor basis, so 6Í>, c 9 for all í > 0. If A = AF then, as observed in the proof of Proof. Let T be a tensor basis for k/h. Then Tp" contains a p-basis Tp" for h(kp")/h. We need the following.
6.5. Lemma. A derivation 8 on h(kp")/h such that 8(TP") c kp" has the form dp"\h{kr°) where d = {dj) is in H(k/h) and has rankp".
Proof. We construct d as follows [6, Theorem 9] . For t G Tx let dx(t) = [S(tp")Y" and let d¡(t) = 0 for 1 < / < p". Then dp.(tp") = [dx(t)]p" = 8(tp") and hence dpn\h(k^ = 8.
Returning to the proof of Lemma 6.4 assume now that Tp" = {x,, . . . , xr). We can also assume that x, is transcendental over «. If 5 = {sx, . . ., sr) is ap-basis for l/h, then since h(kp")/l is separable algebraic S is ap-basis for h(kp")/h. Thus for some i, s¡ = g(xx, . . . , xr), g G h(kp" )[XX, . . . , Xj\, and 3g/3x, ¥= 0. We can construct a derivation 8 on h(kp")/h such that 8(TP") G kp" by choosing 8(xj) to be anything in kp" and requiring 5(x2) = • • • = 8(xj) = 0. But 8(sj) = (dg/dxx)8(xx) which is in / by Lemma 6.5. It follows that kp" c / or / = h(kp").
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use which is purely inseparable modular and having the property k = ((« n /) ®h r) ®r q. By associativity of tensor product k = (îi n I) ®h q and h = (h n 0(0 = ih D l)®ht where t is the algebraic closure of « in q. In [2, Theorem 4 and its proof] it is shown that in this situation t can be chosen to be modular over h. We have J=h®hrl = (t®hhr\ I) ®hr, = t ®h [(«" n /) ® h r,] = t ®h I and k/l is regular.
It follows from Theorems 6.3 and 6.6 that there is no proper intermediate field / such that k/l and l/h are Galois; every higher derivation on l/h extends to k and / is invariant under H(k/h).
